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Step 1. Understand Importer of Record
11

To send in your FBA shipment, you will need an Importer of Record for your goods.
Please note: This page is not intended to constitute customs or legal advice. We recommend that you
consult with a customs broker or legal adviser before importing into Japan.

What is the Importer of Record (IOR)?
Importer of Record is a term for the entity responsible for ensuring your imported goods comply with
local laws and regulations as well as payment of applicable import duties and taxes.

Please note that Amazon and its fulfillment centers will not serve as the importer
of record (IOR) for any shipment of Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) inventory.

Follow the chart below to see what you should do next:
Make sure to meet the Japanese
laws, regulations and Amazon
YES

policies. Learn how to write your
commercial invoice in correct
format.
Go to Step 3

Is there anyone or any entity in
Japan that can be your Importer of
Record?

You have to act as a Non-Resident
Importer. Appoint an Attorney for
NO

the Customs Procedures
Go to Step 2

What is the Non-Resident Importer and the Attorney for the Customs
Procedures (ACP)?
Learn more on the next page
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Step 2. Appoint an Attorney for the Customs Procedures
If you are not a Japanese entity, or do not have a Japanese entity to act as the
import of record in Japan, you must appoint a service provider as your Attorney for
Customs Procedures.
What is the Attorney for the Customs Procedures (ACP)?
The Attorney for the Customs Procedures (ACP) is a term used for an entity or person that can pay
duties and taxes, which may be incurred at the time of import, on your behalf. Once ACP is granted,
it is valid permanently unless the attorney is dismissed.

Why do I need an ACP? Is it mandatory?
When shipping goods into Japan, there must be an Importer of Record who will be responsible for
duties and taxes that may be charged upon import. The importer is also responsible for ensuring the
imported goods comply with local laws and regulations.
If you do not have a Japanese entity to act as the importer of record, it is mandatory that you
appoint an ACP who can pay duties and taxes on your behalf.
Please note ACP does not fully take over the responsibility of an importer in that it is only
responsible for duties and taxes. You must ensure that your goods comply with the local laws and
regulations as a part of your responsibility. For more details on the laws and regulations, Go to Step
3

How do I find an ACP?
Once you confirm your products comply with Japanese Law and are eligible for FBA, you can refer to
the list of service providers that offer FBA shipment support on our website. Amazon has established
a directory of External Service Providers that can act as ACP and support you with FBA shipments. It
takes 3 to 8 weeks for a service provider to be registered at customs. Please make sure that you
start contacting service providers early enough if you are not a Japanese entity or you do not have a
Japanese entity to act as the importer of record.
Please be advised that the customs territory of Japan is divided into regional areas that do not share
information regarding ACP registration. This means you can only rely on your ACP in the region(s)
where the application is received. You have to appoint an ACP in each region if necessary.
Once you find out the destination FC for your goods, please ensure that your ACP is registered in all
required regions.

SERVICE PROVIDERS (See FBA Shipment Support column)
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Step 3. Comply with Laws and Regulations
Products prohibited by Japanese laws and regulations, or by Amazon policy cannot be
sent Amazon FCs.
You are responsible for obtaining any necessary license, permit or other authorization
and for complying with all import and customs requirements.
Which goods require license or authorization?
You are responsible for determining whether or not your goods require a license, permit or other
authorization. The Japan Customs website has provided an outline of relevant laws and ordinances.
Additionally, all imported products must meet Japanese regulations and product labeling obligations.
Please also review our website.
You are responsible for ensuring that your products comply with all applicable laws and Amazon

policy. There are external service providers on our website that can offer additional advice.

SERVICE PROVIDERS (See Legal advisory column)
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Step 4. Prepare the Commercial Invoice & Shipment Waybill
A Commercial Invoice and Shipment Waybill are required for import shipments. The
Commercial Invoice must be in the correct format and all information must be
accurate. Missing or incorrect information may results in delays or seizures.
What do I need to include in the invoice?
1. Shipper / Exporter information (usually seller information)
SHIPPER / EXPORTER
(Company name) XYZ Corporation
(Address) 123 Guangdong Shenzhen, China

2. Case 1) Consignee/Importer of Record when there is an Importer of Record in Japan
CONSIGNEE / IMPORTER OF RECORD
(Company name) ABC Company
(Address) 1-2-3 Kojimachi Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan
(Name) ABC Taro (Telephone) +81-3-1234-5678

OR

Case 2) Attorney for the Customs Procedures (ACP) as a Non-Resident importer of record
Attorney for the Customs Procedures
(Company name) EFG Inc.
(Address) 1-2-3 Shinjuku Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan
(Name) EFG Hanako (Telephone) +81-3-8765-4321

Do not leave this information blank
Do not indicate Amazon as your Consignee/Importer of record/ACP
3. Destination/Ship to (Amazon FC address)
Ship to
Amazon co.jp FSZ1 FBA
4-5-1 Ougicho,
Odawara-shi, Kanagawa Japan, 250-0001
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The date of the invoice
The PO number
Shipment tracking number
Country of origin
The terms of the sale: incoterms. Note that correct terms must be Delivered Duty Paid (DDP).
 DDP will allow you, the seller, to pay all applicable duty and taxes and be responsible for
clearing customs before delivery to the Amazon fulfillment center.
9. Detailed description of the goods being invoiced
Include the following:
 Customs Harmonized Codes, if known
 Number of units
 Total value for each item: fair-market value must be stated for customs purposes
10. The type of currency of the transaction
11. Signature
See full view of the Invoice Samples

Download Invoice Formats

What do I need to include in the shipment waybill?

Select “Shipper”

Fill out your FBA PO number
Fill out your information

Fill out your Importer of Record
or ACP followed by C/O Amazon
and FC information

Fill out the contact information of
your Importer of Record or ACP
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✔

Select “Shipper”

NOTE: This is just an example to show how to complete a shipment waybill. If you choose to use DHL express, the contract for the service
and applicable Terms and Conditions shall be exchanged between DHL Express and the seller. By showing the DHL shipment waybill hereby
Amazon, does not make any guarantee for the service and assumes no responsibility. In addition, Amazon does not provide any support for
the service. Please contact DHL Express directly for this service.

1. Payer account number and insurance details
a) Select “Shipper” so that you, the seller, will be able to pay the shipping fee
2. From
a) Fill out your information
b) Write your FBA PO number in Shipper’s reference
3. To
a) Fill out your Importer of Record or ACP followed by C/O (care of) Amazon and FC
information

b) Fill out the contact information of your Importer of Record or ACP
4. Non-Document Shipments only (Customs requirement)
a) Select “Shipper” so that you, the seller, will be charged for the duties and taxes
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Step 5. Select a shipping carrier
Delivered Duty Paid (DDP) are the required incoterms when shipping your goods to an
Amazon FC in Japan from abroad. Confirm with your shipping carrier that they accept
DDP shipment.
What is Delivered Duty Paid (DDP)?
Delivered Duty Paid (DDP) is an incoterm that means you as a shipper/exporter will cover all the costs
of transport including duties and taxes.

Why is this important? Is it mandatory?
DDP is the mandatory incoterms – Amazon will not cover duties and taxes for FBA shipments.

If you use a shipping carrier that does not allow DDP, your shipment will be
rejected by Amazon and held at Japan Customs. You would then need to request
their return at your expense.

What do I need to do?
1. Confirm with your shipping carrier that they allow DDP.
2. Indicate DDP on both the Commercial Invoice and the shipment waybill under Incoterms.

EMS and DHL Paket operated by postal service do not allow DDP. Therefore,
international shipments through these carriers will be rejected.
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Checklist
Do you have an importer of record in Japan or ACP?
Do your products comply with all legal requirements and Amazon policy?
Have you obtained all necessary licenses, permits or other authorizations?

Is your commercial invoice ready in correct format and information is accurate?
Is your shipment waybill ready in correct format and information is accurate?
Does your shipping carrier allow DDP?
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